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â€œYou have cancer.â€•Those three little words hit me with a vengeful force like nothing Iâ€™d ever

felt before. It was like being kicked in the stomach without warning. But it was a sentence I was not

prepared to accept. The doctorâ€™s emphatic statement would change me and my life in ways

Iâ€™d never once thought possibleRight from the start I realized there was no one cure-all for my

condition. So I decided to take some control of this situation and look at a holistic approach to

overcoming this disease. It worked â€“ this is my story of how I beat cancer...
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I loved this book. This book answered many questions for me about the nature and causes of this

awful disease and how traditional treatment is not the only answer. It is a touching and informative

story of one persons personal experience with cancer and how she defied the odds. It is written with

humour and emotion. It is obvious the author has done her research regarding dietary and lifestyle



changes as an alternative to traditional cancer treatments, and is eager to share her knowledge to

help the many cancer sufferers who are looking for a way to gain some control of their illness. It is

personal and emotional - giving an insight to the emotions felt upon finding out you have been

diagnosed with cancer and given a short time to live. Her brave decision to give herself the very

best chance of being a mother to her children was not only emotional and inspiring but leaves the

reader with a positive and hopeful outlook and a lot of helpful advice to improve the outcome of

cancer treatment. This book gives vital information to help people diagnosed with cancer to enable

them to approach their treatment with an informed mind. If you or someone you love are faced with

cancer you owe it to yourself and them to read this book.

This book is truly inspiring and makes you stop and think about life and what you would do if you

found yourself in this situation.There was so much great information in the book and I was touched

by the remarkable resiliance and courage of this young lady.Would definitely recommend.

Reading this book made me feel more alert, my sister was diagnosed with a grade 4 tumor in the

back right side of her brain the size of a large lemon in October. She did do chemo and radiology

but now she isn't doing anything because she had a really bad reaction to the chemo pills so they

stopped her from taking them. Now we're just waiting, trying to find another way to help.

This book is an honest account of how this courageous young woman tackled the confronting

diagnosis of a brain tumor, in her own way, by making tough decisions to go against mainstream

medicine.Her story is quite remarkable and extremely inspirational and it goes to show with a

positive mindset, anything is possible.It is well written with a positive outcome, an inspiring read.

Such an awesome and inspiring story of one woman's courage to take charge and face down brain

cancer -- not just for her sake, but also for the sake of her children. Whether you have cancer, know

someone battling cancer or just enjoy reading an emotional journey that will leave you inspired and

empowered, then THIS book is for YOU! (It's easy to see why it's #13 in Health & Fitness books on

cancer!)

This is an inspirational story and has so much information about cancer and alternative ways to

approach it. It was full of good ideas that anyone can incorporate into their lifestyle to improve their

own health. I am definitely going to use some of the great recipes that are in the book as well...A
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